The Bioethics Minor Program and Philosophy Department announce the

**JOHN GRANT AWARD FOR HEALTH EQUITY**

Two students will be awarded $3000 each for Spring semester 2024

**Eligibility:** Undergraduate students with a demonstrated interest in and commitment to addressing health equity are encouraged to apply.

**To Apply:** Students must submit an award application to https://forms.gle/1RrVpRNmpDD2aNy7A along with supporting documentation (2 letters of recommendation*; an unofficial transcript; a letter of application; a resume; and a 3-6 page writing sample that addresses ethical and social justice issues regarding an issue in health equity).

*Note that at least one letter must come from an instructor; the other letter may be from a second instructor or a volunteer coordinator, research advisor, or other individual who can speak to your work in health equity.

**Conditions:** Applicants are not required to be declared bioethics minors or philosophy majors or minors. An enduring interest in health equity and social justice should be demonstrated in the application letter by highlighting any course work, research projects, volunteer work, clubs, extra-curriculars, or future career plans that demonstrate that focus.

***Deadline for Applications: Friday, December 8th, 2023***

These awards are supported by the John F. Grant, MD Endowment for Health Care Ethics.